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Introduction
"Big results come from many small changes accumulated over time." Kaizen.com

Although I cannot guarantee that reading this e-book will help you improve your
investment process and make you a better investor, I hope that it will, at least in some
small way.
It’s a collection of articles reviewing every investment I’ve sold over the last 12 months.
Each review outlines why I bought the company in the first place, how smooth or
bumpy the ownership experience was, and of course why I decided to sell and
whether or not the investment was a success.
Each review also tries to highlight any important lessons which may help in either
avoiding the same mistakes or repeating the same successes.
For me, continually trying to improve the investment process is one of the most
important jobs that any active investor can have, and hopefully these investment
lessons can help you improve your investment process as much as they have mine.

John Kingham
Managing Editor, UKValueInvestor.com

The takeover of Amlin
produces a 25% annualised
return over 3 years
February 2016

When I added Amlin PLC to the UKVI model portfolio three years ago it was a classic
case of buying a good company at an attractive price because it was facing some
short-term problems.
Three years later and the investment has produced a very nice return of 25%
annualised, largely thanks to the fact that Amlin has recently been taken over.

Overview
Amlin PLC is in part a catastrophe reinsurer and in its 2011 annual results it announced a
loss for the year, largely due to exceptional catastrophe losses which came to £500m
rather than the expected £170m. The market’s initial reaction was to mark down the
company’s shares causing the price to fall by more than 30% at one point.
When I reviewed the company in February 2013, shortly before the 2012 annual results
were announced, Amlin’s share price had recovered somewhat, although it still had a
dividend yield of 6%. For a variety of reasons I thought dividend growth was more
likely than a cut, and that’s exactly what happened.
You can read my full pre-purchase review of Amlin in the Feb 2013 issue of UK Value
Investor (PDF)
Between 2013 and 2015 Amlin’s profits recovered and its book value and dividend
grew strongly. However, Amlin is now being taken over by Japanese insurer Mitsui
Sumitomo Insurance, and so this very successful investment has now come to an end.

Buying: A market-leading insurer facing a year of
heavy catastrophe claims
Insurance exists because we know that unpleasant things will happen, but we do not
know exactly when or where they will occur, or just how unpleasant they will be.
There is a large element of randomness to life’s unpleasantries and, because of this,
several unpleasant things which are entirely unconnected can all happen at once, or at
least within a short space of time.
That is exactly what happened in 2011 when massive earthquakes hit Japan and New
Zealand. As a result of its exposure to those events, Amlin posted a loss in 2011 and the
share price slumped dramatically.

By the time I looked at the company in February 2013, its loss of 2011 was some
distance in the past. The share price had recovered from below 300p to around 400p,
but even at that price the dividend yield was still worryingly high at 6%. It seemed
that the market was still very wary of Amlin.
The table below shows just how attractive Amlin’s shares were on a quantitative
basis:

The green highlighting shows that Amlin beat the FTSE 100 on almost every measure,
with faster, higher quality growth, combined with high profitability (return on equity),
low valuations and a high dividend yield.
Although I didn’t use this ratio at the time, one key reason for Amlin’s strength in the
face of multiple catastrophe’s is its low premium to surplus ratio.
This is the ratio between an insurance company’s net earned premium (net of
reinsurance) to its tangible book value, where tangible book value is a good measure
of an insurance company’s ability to absorb unexpectedly large losses (this is just one
of the ratios that I use to measure leverage and debt).
Amlin’s premium to surplus ratio had averaged around 1.2, which is low relative to
other insurance companies and well below my rule of thumb minimum of 2.

I thought the most likely outcome for Amlin was that it would continue to perform as
well as it had in the past, that it would continue to grow its dividend and that
eventually the share price would recover.

Holding: Steady progress makes Amlin a stress-free
investment
Amlin’s three years in the portfolio seem to have passed very quickly, most probably
because every update was positive. Right from the 2012 annual results, which were
published just a month after Amlin joined the portfolio, management were upbeat
and the dividend grew , pushed forward by broad progress across the company.
Usually I like to dig into the details of how a company progressed through its holding
period, but in this case there is little point. Amlin recovered and subsequently
performed relatively well, as the chart below shows, and there is not a great deal
more to add.

Selling: A takeover ends the investment, but the
price is below my “fair value”
In September 2015 Amlin announced that it was to be taken over by the Mitsui
Sumitomo Insurance Company (MSI) for 670 pence per share. As is usual, the share
price quickly jumped up to slightly below that level (slightly below to reflect the small
possibility that the deal would not go ahead).
Charles Philipps, Amlin’s CEO, said:

"We believe that this combination is extremely compelling. We have always had a very
high regard for MSI, our strategies and corporate values are closely aligned, and this
transaction will now provide Amlin with the increased scale and financial muscle that
will be required for long term success in our industry. It delivers excellent value for
shareholders, improved career prospects for our employees, and enhanced continuity
and security for our clients”
Those are all valid reasons to agree to a takeover, but I would perhaps disagree with
the statement that it offers excellent value for shareholders.
Although I cannot realistically know how Amlin would have faired if the takeover had
not happened, and more specifically if it had to continue without the “increased scale
and financial muscle that will be required for long term success in industry”, I can say
for certain that the takeover price of 670p is some way below the fair value price
implied by my stock screen.
Given Amlin’s history of consistently fast growth and impressive profitability, its fair
value according to my stock screen is some 50% higher at just over 1,000p.
At that price the company would have a dividend yield of 2.7%, which I think is more
appropriate for a high growth company than the 4% yield given by the takeover price.
However, I have no say in the matter and so the shares have been de-listed and will be
sold for 670p each at some point during February.
I will, as usual, be reinvesting the proceeds of this sale into yet another solid dividend
payer which appears to be trading at an attractive valuation relative to the rest of the
market.

Selling Hill & Smith for an 83%
return in less than 3 years
March 2016

Hill & Smith Holdings is a highly successful small-cap company which I added to the
UKVI model portfolio back in 2013.
It was a relatively easy investment in the end and the results were more than
satisfactory:
Purchase price: 431p
Sale price: 755p
Holding period: 2 years 9 months (June 2013 to March 2016)
Dividends received: 41.1p (9.5%)
Capital gain: 73.3% (net of fees)
Total return: 82.8% (net of fees)
Annual return: 25.3% (net of fees)
When I added Hill & Smith to the model portfolio it combined two themes which are
typical of defensive value investments: 1) It had a long-term track record of consistent
growth and 2) it was cautious about short-term future results, but not its long-term
future results.
You can read the full pre-purchase review in the June 2013 issue of UK Value Investor
(PDF).
The company's long-term track record of consistent growth came from its strategy of
managing a portfolio of subsidiary companies designing, manufacturing and
galvanizing products across three divisions:
HS Infrastructure: Designs, manufactures and supplies mostly steel products such
as pipe supports, security fencing and handrails to utility companies
HS Roads: Manufactures road safety barriers, motorway gantries and street
lighting to governments

HS Galvanizing: Provides corrosion protection through zinc and other coatings,
applied to a huge variety of steel structures, including its own products
Fortunately for shareholders, management's caution about the company's short-term
future only lasted through 2013. By 2014 Hill & Smith returned to double digit growth
and the share price quickly followed, as the chart below shows.

Buying an exceptional success story at a time of
caution
Hill & Smith is unusual in that it is a true “holding” company. The plc is made up of
around 30 subsidiaries which are managed as individual companies, but which also
have access to information, services or products from other companies within the
group.
To a large extent the role of the directors is to acquire fundamentally sound
companies which are trading at attractive prices, often because of operational issues
which Hill & Smith can then hopefully sort out. This sounds a lot like value investing,
and it has produced results that any value investor would be proud of.

Just what I like to see: Steady and impressive growth
The company’s financial track record is exceptional. No, it isn’t the next Google or
Microsoft, but it has grown far faster than the average company and with much
greater consistency.
You would be hard pressed to even spot the global financial crisis in the chart above,
although of course that does have something to do with the relatively defensive
markets which it operates in, i.e. infrastructure for utilities and roads.
The table below shows Hill & Smith’s results compared to the FTSE 100 at the time of
purchase.

The green highlighting shows the best result for each metric
Hill & Smith had an above market-average growth rate and growth quality, while
post-tax profitability was only slightly below average (although the FTSE 100’s
profitability of 10% is only an estimate, and is deliberately likely to be on the high
side).
On the valuation side, the company’s PE ratio and dividend yield were better than
average, while its longer-term PE10 and PD10 ratios (price to 10-year average earnings
and dividends) were slightly worse than the market average, although that is to be
expected from a company with an above average growth rate.

However, relatively to other companies with consistent histories of double digit
growth rates, Hill & Smith’s valuation ratios and dividend yield were unusually
attractive.
The opportunity to buy a company with a long history of double digit growth
combined with a market-beating dividend yield seemed compelling, and so after
working through the usual company analysis process (using these investment
spreadsheets and worksheets) I added it to the model portfolio in June 2013 at 431
pence per share.

Holding on while Hill & Smith produced a consistent
stream of solid results
Sometimes investing is easy, or at least it can seem that way. Much like earlier
investments in Cranswick or JD Sports, Hill & Smith produced positive results almost
from the beginning.
I said “almost from the beginning” because there was an initial period of
disappointing results, although the company had already warned investors about this
and those warnings were very likely the cause of the attractive share price.
In the company’s 2013 interim results, published shortly after the shares were added
to the model portfolio, underlying earnings per share fell by 10%.
The results included the dreaded phrase “our full year performance is likely to be
marginally below our previous expectations”, where in reality “marginally below” can
often end up meaning “dramatically worse”.
However, those bearish words were tempered with a statement which should usually
be taken with a pinch of salt: “The board remains confident that, in the medium to
long term, our international diversity and market strength will continue to provide the
resilience of performance seen in previous years”.
Despite this negative short-term outlook the dividend was increased by 3%.
By the time the 2013 annual results were published in early 2014, the negative picture
was fading and it was beginning to look like Hill & Smith would resume its historic
growth pattern. Record results were produced in the second half of 2013, the full-year
dividend went up by 6.7% and the share price went up by almost 30%.
This positive pattern was repeated in 2014 when, among other positive news, the UK
government announced the Road Investment Strategy, its largest ever investment

plan in the UK road network, covering the period from 2015 to 2021.
Given that Hill & Smith designs and manufactures many of the crash barriers and signs
that adorn our motorways, this was always going to be very good for the company.
At the 2014 results, double digit growth was back on the cards, with earnings
increasing by 11% and dividends by 13%.
For 2015 the picture isn’t fully clear as the results won’t be published until March 2016.
However, at the interim results the dividend went up by 11%, with expectations that a
similar growth rate will be recorded for the full year.
The chart below shows the company’s continued impressive progress, and how the
caution and concern of 2013 were, with hindsight, largely unwarranted.

Management's caution about the short-term future turned out to be unwarranted

Selling after significant share price gains make the
investment less compelling
As usual, once good news begins to flow consistently over a period of time, the
market reacts. In this case the market’s reaction was to re-rate Hill & Smith’s shares
from a dividend yield of 3.5%, which was slightly above the market average, to a yield
today of 2.3%, which is a long way below the FTSE 100’s yield of 4.2%.
Of course, Hill & Smith has a very good chance of growing its dividend far faster than
the market average, and so today’s yield of 2.3% is perhaps entirely reasonable. But a
stock which is trading at a reasonable price is unlikely to make a good value
investment.

The market expects Hill & Smith’s future results to be excellent, and so those results
are already effectively baked into the valuation pie.
This has become especially noticeable recently as the FTSE 100 and other global indices
have entered bear market territory. As markets and individual stocks have been falling
left, right and centre, Hill & Smith’s share price has continued to grow. It is up more
than 5% in 2016 and up almost more than 30% from the start of 2015.
This is good for Hill & Smith’s shareholders, but at some point the rising price and
falling dividend yield mean that most of the gains lie in the past, while ahead lies the
risk that the shares will be re-rated downwards again if the company hits even the
slightest bump in the road.
As a result I took the opportunity this week to lock in those existing capital gains and
bring the investment in Hill & Smith to an end.
Next month I will reinvest the proceeds into a new holding, and of course I hope that
investment can perform even remotely as well as this one.

Some lessons learned from the
Tesco value trap
May 2016

When I added Tesco to the UKVI model portfolio in mid-2012 the company was still
riding high, having produced an amazing run of rapid and consistent growth over the
previous decade.
Even the financial crisis seemed powerless to stop Tesco’s march towards global
domination.
Despite this success, in mid-2012 its share price had fallen back to levels last seen in
the depths of the financial crisis and first seen in 2005, when the company was
literally half its 2012 size.
As a result the dividend yield was very enticing at 4.9%, especially given the
company’s historic dividend growth rate of almost 10% per year.
The share price in mid-2012 was low following a dramatic near-20% decline in early
January, which came as a reaction to a disappointing Christmas trading statement.
It was becoming increasingly obvious that some of the company’s international
expansion efforts of recent years were not working, while the core UK business was
coming under increasing price competition in a tough post-financial crisis world.
At the time I thought it likely that Tesco would easily cope with these issues, but I was
wrong. The company’s fortunes went from bad to worse as Tesco became a classic
value trap, as shown in the share price chart below.

Management appeared to be fiddling while Tesco burned
Although I have continued to hold Tesco through this rocky period I have now decided
to sell up and move on, largely because the company failed to pay a dividend for the
2015/16 financial year.
One of my most basic requirements is that all holdings in the model portfolio must
have a ten-year unbroken track record of dividend payments. Tesco no longer meets
that criteria so it is no longer a suitable investment for the portfolio.
I have therefore removed Tesco from the model portfolio and my personal portfolio
this morning, giving the following final results from this investment:
Purchase price: 301p on 11/06/2012
Sale price: 159p on 06/05/2016
Holding period: 2 Years 11 months
Capital gain: - 48.2%
Dividend income: 10.1%
Annualised return: -12.6%
Obviously losing money on an investment is not ideal, but it is important for investors
to be aware that occasional losses are inevitable.
As long as you have a diverse portfolio (the Tesco holding was about 3.5% of the
portfolio at the time of purchase) and as long as winning investments far outweigh
losing investments (the record so far for the model portfolio is 20 winners and 2 losers
including Tesco), there should be nothing to worry about.

Rather than crying over spilt milk, it is far more important to learn from every loss in
order to improve your stock selection process and your portfolio's future performance.
So in the rest of this article I'll outline why I bought Tesco, what I've learned and why
the Tesco of mid-2012 would never make it past the stock selection criteria that I use
today.

Buying what appeared to be “God almighty”
As usual, when I bought Tesco I was on the look out for a company with a long and
consistent record of dividend growth supported by revenues and earnings growth as
well. Tesco fit that description admirably, to the point where Charlie Munger (Warren
Buffett’s business partner) called it “God almighty in England”.
Although I doubt Tesco’s status as a deity, the company was successful enough for
Buffett's Berkshire Hathaway to have been an investor since 2006, eventually going
on to become Tesco’s largest single shareholder. The chart below clearly
demonstrates Tesco’s impressive history of success.

A very impressive history of steady growth
To some extent the consistency of Tesco’s results is understandable; after all it’s a
supermarket, and few businesses are more defensive than a mature supermarket
which is deeply ingrained into the physical and mental lives of the local population.
However, it was the speed of Tesco’s growth which most impressive me, especially
given its already massive scale in the UK. There are many theories about why Tesco
became so dominant, with my own being its early and aggressive use of a loyalty card
scheme, but whatever the underlying drivers, the results spoke for themselves.

Despite its successful past, at the time of purchase the company was struggling,
having recently announced its first profits warning in 20 years. For a value investor
this is entirely normal, and the lower share price gave a more attractive entry point, as
shown by the company’s key stats in the table below.

The quality and profitability score are N/A (not applicable) because they didn’t exist in
mid-2012. I didn’t start using the quality score (a measure of financial consistency)
until September 2012 and it took me until November 2014 to add profitability to the
UKVI stock screen.
However, going by the metrics I did use at the time, Tesco was clearly an above
average company trading at a below average price. It’s problems seemed to be
relatively minor and run of the mill, so I decided to join Warren Buffett as a Tesco
shareholder by adding it to the model portfolio and my personal portfolio.

Holding on while Tesco fell apart
Having bought Tesco in a tough economic environment where shoppers were
tightening their belts, I expected a relatively subdued future for Tesco, at least in the
medium-term.
Beyond that I thought the most likely outcome was that the economy and the
company would get going again at some point, and its international expansion would
continue. To begin with, that’s more or less what happened.
Through the rest of 2012 and 2013 Tesco’s existing growth-focused strategy remained
largely in place, although growth expectations were watered down to around 5% per
year.
The company’s weaker businesses in the US and Japan were ditched and more than
100 sites which had been due for development were mothballed. Tesco was focusing
on capital discipline, cost cutting and refurbishing existing stores rather than opening
new ones, and that seemed entirely sensible.
In 2014 sales and profits started to fall. However, the CEO’s statements continued to
be upbeat, stating that the company’s foundations had been strengthened as Tesco

prepared to lead the industry through this period of transition to lower prices and
more online shopping.
Gradually though, the news began to carry more and more stories about how Aldi and
Lidl were taking massive chunks out of the Big Four supermarkets (Tesco, Sainsbury,
Morrison, Asda).
The prolonged recession-like conditions of the post-financial crisis world gave
shoppers more time and less money because they were working fewer hours.
The combination of more free time and less money led millions of shoppers to
realised that they were better off spending more time picking and choosing which
shops to buy from in order to get their groceries at the lowest possible price, even if
that meant multiple trips to multiple supermarkets.
This left Tesco’s previous strategy of targeting weekly or monthly “big shops” in
massive superstores completely out of step with the frequent, local, smaller shops
that more and more shoppers were actually doing.
By July 2014 both the CFO and the CEO had ‘resigned’ and in September news emerged
of a £250m overstatement of recent profits.
In October the dividend was cut by 75% as management announced that the
company’s future performance was uncertain. In January 2015 the dividend was
cancelled and has yet to be reinstated.
The chart below shows just how dramatically the company’s results collapsed.

Tesco's decline was dramatic and severe

The critically important post-sale autopsy
The scale of Tesco's problems became obvious (to me at least, and at last) during 2014
and at that point I began trying to understand what went wrong.
Eventually I decided there were three main problems with Tesco which were visible in
mid-2012:

Problem 1: Mediocre profitability and pricing power
Most people don’t really care if they shop at Tesco or at one of its competitors. As long
as the store is close by and nice enough, the queues at the checkout aren’t too long
and the prices are good, that’s all that matters.
As a result Tesco has little ability to set prices where it wants. Instead it has to set
prices more or less in line with its major competitors which means it can only generate
fairly average profits.
If a competitor works out how to sell at a lower price (think Aldi and Lidl) and if
consumer tastes change so that price is the most important factor (as it has for a large
portion of Tesco’s customers in recent years), then those who are not the lowest cost
provider (i.e. Tesco) are going to either lose a lot of customers or have to lower prices
drastically.
Both of those are of course very bad for profits and that’s more or less what happened
to Tesco.
I don’t mind investing in companies with mediocre profitability, but the additional risk
that come with weak pricing power has to be offset with a lower purchase price.
To allow profitability to be taken into account I added a profitability score to the UKVI
stock screen in November 2014.
Tesco’s profitability score of 9.3% in 2012 was below average, but it wouldn't have
broken my rule of thumb for profitability:
Rule of thumb: Only invest in companies where the profitability score is above 7%
However, if the stock screen had included that profitability score in mid-2012 then a
lower price than the 301p I paid would have been required for the stock to rank highly
on the screen (and therefore to have been a potential candidate for investment).
I don’t know what price would have been attractive, but if it was below 280p then it

would have been mid-2014 before the price fell that low. By that stage the CEO and
CFO had already left and as a result Tesco would probably have never made it into the
portfolio.

Problem 2: Large financial obligations
Another problem for Tesco was its relatively extensive use of debt. This wasn’t
flagged as a problem when I bought the shares in 2012 because although I used a debt
ratio at the time, it was more liberal than the one I use today.
After a spate of debt-related issues with portfolio holdings in 2014 (of which Tesco
was one) I changed the debt ratio to its current, more conservative incarnation,
including this rule of thumb:
Rule of thumb: Only invest in defensive sector companies if the debt ratio is below
five
If I had been using the post-2014 debt ratio in 2012 then Tesco would have had a debt
ratio of 5.3 (the ratio of total borrowings to five-year average profits), which breaks
my debt rule of thumb. On that basis it’s unlikely I would have invested in Tesco in
mid-2012.
Tesco also has a relatively large and growing defined benefit pension scheme, which is
something else I look at today but didn’t look at in 2012. At £8 billion in 2012, it came to
3.6-times the company’s five-year average profits, giving it a pension ratio of 3.6. My
rules of thumb for pensions are:
Rule of thumb: Only invest in a company if its pension ratio is below 10
Rule of thumb: only invest in a company if the sum of its debt and pension ratios is
below 10
Tesco's pension liabilities wouldn't have broken any rules of thumb, but combined
with the company’s high debts it would certainly have made me think twice (its debt
and pension ratios sum to 8.9, which is almost as much as I'm willing to stomach).

Problem 3: Large capital expenditure requirements
The final nail in Tesco’s coffin is that it consistently makes very large capital
expenditures for things like property and equipment. This is also something I didn’t
look at in 2012, but now I use the following rule of thumb:
Rule of thumb: Be wary of companies that consistently spend more on capex than
they make in profits

The reason is partly that capex-heavy companies tend to have higher fixed costs
which can lead to substantial profit declines, even if sales fall only slightly (just look at
Tesco’s financial results above for an example).
If that capex rule of thumb had been in place in 2012 then Tesco would never have
made it into the model portfolio as its total capex in the decade to 2012 came to 170%
of total profits. High capex requirements alone aren't necessarily a reason to not
invest Tesco , but combined with high debts and weak profitability, I think it was; at
least for the model portfolio.
So Tesco was a value trap and of course it’s disappointing to lose money on an
investment, but I would say two things:
1) Occasional losses are inevitable and should not cause too much distress, as long as
they are small and occasional;
2) My stock selection process is better today than it was in 2012 largely because of this
investment in Tesco. To some extent bad investments are actually necessary in order
to drive improvements in the stock selection process, as long as they are massively
outweighed by good investments in the long-run.
Given these lessons and their related improvements, I am confident that a low
profitability, high debt and high capex company would never make it past the stock
selection process that I use today.
So at least I have that to thank Tesco for.

Why I've sold Reckitt Beckiser
after its recent post-Brexit
surge
July 2016

Reckitt Benckiser - owner of many famous brand names such as Dettol, Air Wick and
Nurofen - is a company I like so much I've invested in it twice.
The first time I bought and then subsequently sold Reckitt Benckiser the result was an
annualised return of 23% over a period of two years, ending in April 2013.
I then bought back into the company in February 2014 and second time around the
results are almost identical, with annualised returns once again of 23% over a period
of slightly more than two years:
Purchase price: 4,811p on 07/02/2014
Sale price: 7,585p on 07/07/2016
Holding period: 2 Years 5 months
Capital gain: 55.8%
Dividend income: 7.3%
Annualised return: 23.2%
The continued good results from this stock highlight two underlying trends that have
been going on for a very long time:
First, Reckitt Benckiser is an outstanding company and has consistently grown its
revenues, earnings and dividends at a rapid pace for many, many years.
Second, defensive companies that sell small ticket, repeat purchase items to
consumers worldwide have become increasingly attractive to investors in the
aftermath of the financial crisis and, as a result, have also become increasingly
expensive.

This sort of performance is bound to make shareholders happy

Buying: An outstanding company at a reasonable
price
Reckitt Benckiser is one of those consumer staple companies that have done so very
well out of globalisation and the explosive growth of a global middle class.
In this context a useful definition of middle class is that it consists of people who have
enough money to care about what brand of soap they use, rather than just buying the
cheapest soap they can or not being able to buy a bar of soap at all.
Many of RB’s cleaning products, such as Vanish stain remover, Dettol or Cittit Bang,
have very strong brands and as such have become almost the default choice across the
globe as more people move away from a price-first mentality to a quality or brandfirst mentality.
This massive increase in RB’s markets have fed through consistently into its results:

Reckitt Benckiser's growth was both consistent and rapid
Back in 2014 the company's revenues, earnings and profits had all more than doubled
over the previous decade and so this was most definitely a growth company.
If Reckitt Benckiser was so obviously a good company operating in the sweet spot of
globalisation, why was it cheap enough to interest a value investor like me?
The answer was that during 2013 there had been a general sell-off in relation to
emerging markets and companies that were exposed to emerging markets. Although
RB’s share price didn’t fall significantly, it was largely stagnant throughout 2013 and
the early part of 2014.
That stagnant share price, combined with continued growth in the company’s
revenues, earnings and dividends, caused the shares to look ever more attractive
when viewed through the lens of my stock ranking system.
However, although the share price was becoming more attractive (the company's rank
on the my stock screen was 27 out of 233) it was not exactly cheap by traditional
standards.
As the table below shows, RB’s valuation ratios were all above the market average,
with the PE10 and PD10 ratios (price to 10-yr average earnings and dividends) both
almost touching my “rule of thumb” maximums of 30 and 60 respectively.

An above average company at an above average price can still be good value
In this case though, I was comfortable paying a somewhat premium price as I thought
the quality of the company and its potentially bright future more than justified it.

Holding: Consistent dividend growth and a stressfree investment
Some investments are unreasonably easy and Reckitt Benckiser has on both occasions
been just that. This time around the investment spent almost no time “underwater”,
with the shares registering a capital gain almost from day one.
Other than the usual wobbles which are inevitable with any stock market investment,
the shares went up in about as straight a line as any investor could reasonably expect.
The biggest peak-to-trough decline was less than 12% and while 12% may sound like a
big decline, for an individual stock it is very small indeed, especially over a period of
more than two years.
On the corporate side of things it seemed as if the going was somewhat tougher for
RB than its steady share price gains suggested.
Through 2014 its quarterly updates spoke of “tougher markets” and “gaining traction
from efficiency programmes”, with programmes to improve efficiency almost always
being a sign that a company is struggling to grow.
In fact by the end of 2014 one of the company’s main strategic aims was to implement
project “Supercharge”, a programme designed largely to reduce cost and drive
efficiency across the business.
In line with this tougher environment the company’s expectations of growth dropped
to around 5%, a long way below the 17% growth rate of the previous decade.
Unfortunately, those lower expectations were met.
Through 2015 and 2016 tough markets continued to hold back the company’s growth
despite its outstanding products and brands, and in 2015 growth slowed so much that
the company failed to raise its dividend for the first time in more than a decade.

Perhaps this is the end of RB’s rapid growth phase? The drop off in growth shown in
the chart below is certainly food for thought.

Could Reckitt Benckiser's glory days be in the past?

Selling: Slowing growth and a rising price are not a
good combination
Although RB’s failure to raise its dividend in 2015 was a surprise (at least to me), a
bigger surprise is the fact that the share price has continued to improve at a rapid rate.
Despite zero dividend growth last year and lacklustre revenue growth, the share price
has increased by almost 50% since the start of 2015, with a large slice of those gains
coming in the past few weeks as a result of the UK’s decision to leave the EU.

Note: I've already written about my Brexit investment strategy and my initial
thoughts on Brexit's stock market impact.
One reason for the post-Brexit share price spike is that the pound has fallen in value by
around 10%. A decline in the value of the pound means that companies like RB, which
generate a significant portion of their profits overseas, are likely to see their profits
rise in Sterling terms.
Another reason is that Brexit has induced fear in many investors and high quality
defensive consumer staple stocks like RB are an obvious low risk place for cautious
investors to hide.
However, this continued increase in the company’s share price relative to its economic
fundamentals, combined with slowing growth over the last few years, means that

Reckitt Beckiser is no longer as attractively valued as it was in 2014.

Every one of RB's metrics are worse than they were two years ago
The final nail in RB's coffin is that its stock screen rank has fallen to 120, which puts it
more or less in the middle of the 236 consistently dividend-paying stocks that
currently make it onto the screen.
As such I no longer think that RB is a suitable holding for my defensive value approach
and so I have sold the entire position from my model portfolio and from my personal
portfolio as well.
As usual the proceeds will be reinvested into a new holding next month.

Chemring and the dangers of
growth by acquisition
September 2016

Chemring was one of the very first investments I made as a defensive value investor
back in early 2011 and today that lack of experience definitely shows.
Compared to the thoroughly road-tested and comprehensive investment strategy I
use today, my strategy back then was basic and untested. But in order to learn,
improve and eventually reach your destination you have to take those first few
faltering steps, and Chemring was one of mine.
On the face of it this investment in Chemring has been a complete disaster. More than
three quarters of the capital value has evaporated and the meagre dividend has done
almost nothing to offset those losses.
Here are the gory details of what my son would call an "epic fail":
Purchase price and date: 689p on 18th April 2011
Sale price and date: 141p on 5th September 2016
Holding period: 5 years and 5 months
Capital loss: 78.4%
Dividend income: 5.5%
Annualised loss: 23.5%
However, simply bemoaning this investment’s horrendous returns would be to almost
entirely miss the point.
Yes, Chemring has performed terribly in terms of capital losses and dividend income,
but as an educational platform it has provided me with a rich seam of mistakes to
learn from and, thanks to the magnitude of the losses, I am unlikely to forget those
mistakes anytime soon.
Over the last few years I have weaved each resulting lesson into my investment

strategy and I believe Chemring has already had a significantly positive impact on the
model portfolio's performance.
Unfortunately this education does not come for free. It requires holding onto losing
investments for long periods of time and that is never going to be fun, as the chart
below illustrates:

Chemring's decline highlights the importance of diversification

Buying what I thought was an outstanding growth
company at a reasonable price
Back in 2011 Chemring (a leading designer and manufacturer of primarily short lifecycle defence equipment such as flares, chaff, bullets and missiles) was riding high on
a huge wave of success.
Over the previous decade it’s revenues, earnings and dividends (adjusted for splits)
had grown by an incredible 520%, 1,950% and 760% respectively. As a result the
company had a jaw-dropping ten-year annualised growth rate of 34%.
Although I’m not a growth investor, growth was (and still is) an important factor in
not only choosing which companies to buy, but also in deciding how much to pay for
them, and Chemring certainly had a lot of growth.

Chemring had a track record of explosive growth
At the time I used a now-defunct ratio called PEG10, which I had invented. It was the
ratio between a company’s current PE ratio and its ten-year growth rate and my rule
was that its value should be below one.
With a PE ratio at the time of just over 16 and a growth rate of 34%, Chemring
certainly looked attractively valued according to that metric.
Other factors I looked for were:
Consistent growth (a qualitative measure)
Growth of than 50% in book value, earnings and dividends over ten years
An expected rate of return of more than 15%/yr based on the sum of the current
earnings yield (earnings divided by price) and ten-year earnings growth rate
These are the forerunners to the growth quality, growth rate and valuation ratio
metrics I use today, but they were far less battle-tested and I think far weaker.
Time and an evolutionary approach have moved my investment strategy on a great
deal and the Chemring of 2011 would fail to pass my current "buy criteria" on a number
of fronts.
Error #1: Paying too much for growth
There are two big problems with combining the PEG10 ratio with a rule that it should
be below one.
First, it relies on the current PE ratio and therefore compares price against the

company’s current earnings. But current earnings may or may not be
representative of what the company can earn across the business cycle.
Second, looking at the ratio between PE and ten-year growth rate suggests that
almost any PE ratio is acceptable as long as growth has been rapid enough.
In Chemring’s case its ten-year growth rate of 34% meant that even quite lofty PE
ratios would look attractive according to PEG10.
I did realise at the time that such a high growth rate was unlikely to be sustained for
much longer, but I also thought there was a reasonable chance its growth rate could
stay above 16% (although why I thought that I do not know).
Of course with hindsight that was baloney. The company’s growth rate instead turned
negative over the next few years which completely undermined any argument for its
then near-700p share price.
Had I been using my current approach to valuing companies, which puts a cap on how
high a company’s price can be relative to its historic earnings and dividends, then I
would never have invested in Chemring at anything like its then near-700p price.
For example, Chemring’s PE10 and PD10 ratios (price to ten-year average earnings and
dividends) at the time of purchase were 45 and 142 respectively. Those are way above
the maximum values of 30 and 60 that I have used since the start of 2015 and so
Chemring would have been excluded on that basis alone.
However, I did purchase Chemring (at too high a price) and it soon became obvious
that its future was unlikely to be as rosy as its past.

Holding on (but not panic selling) as Chemring’s
world falls apart
Almost from the very first moment Chemring’s share price began to decline. In 2011
the world had only just emerged from the Global Financial Crisis and there were (and
still are) concerns about the ability of governments to pay down the debts they’d
taken on as they propped up the financial system.
As a defence supplier Chemring’s main customers are the US and UK governments and
they are, unsurprisingly, usually willing and able to maintain defence spending
regardless of the economic environment; but this time it was different. The
magnitude of the financial crisis led many governments to review all of their spending
plans, including defence.

The first real signs of trouble came in late 2011 when the company announced that the
US Budget Control Act of 2011 was having a significantly disruptive effect on its US
business, with delayed and potentially cancelled orders.
Although the company's 2011 financial results were not particularly bad they did fall far
short of the market’s previously lofty expectations, and that alone was enough to
cause a major decline in the share price.
The story of government cuts continued through 2012 and by the end of the year the
CEO and CFO had been replaced. Unfortunately this brought little in the way of stability
and within a few months both the new CEO and new CFO had also departed.
The full 2012 results were pretty dismal and announced the first of many dividend cuts.
Since then the story has remained much the same and Chemring's results have
declined in almost every year.
There are of course many reasons why Chemring went from hero to zero in a few
short years and why its dividend has been cut in every one of the last four years. There
will be all sorts of detailed technical reasons for this or that contract not being won, or
for operations not being efficient or competitive and so on.
But from my perspective there are two main problems that Chemring had in early 2011
that are obvious to me now, but about which I had little understanding at the time:
Error #2: Buying a company with too much debt
In 2011 I still used the industry standard net debt figure (borrowings minus cash) when
looking at how exposed a company was to its lenders. I have long since dropped that
metric as being unreliable and instead focus now on a company’s total borrowings
compared to its recent earnings (which I call the debt ratio).
At the time Chemring was carrying borrowings of £366m and its post-tax normalised
profits had averaged £50.4m over the previous five years.
That gave the company a debt ratio of 7.3 which is a long way above the maximum of
five I’ll accept today (and that’s for defensive companies like Chemring; cyclical sector
companies are only allowed a maximum ratio of four).
So with the benefit of experience I can now see that Chemring was carrying a
dangerously large amount of debt when I bought it in 2011.
The problem with excessive debts is that during the good times they don’t look
excessive, as bumper profits can easily cover interest payments and keep lenders

happy that they’ll get their money back.
But when things get bumpy, as they did for the defence industry from 2011 onwards,
those debts can quickly become about as helpful as concrete shoes in a swimming
competition.
In this case, having started out telling investors in 2010 that it had a “strong balance

sheet”, Chemring gradually admitted that reducing debt was more and more
important.
Eventually in 2015 it announced a rights issue in order to “assist the Group with

reducing its indebtedness thereby enabling additional time and resources to be made
available for further operational improvement and adequate investment in fully
capturing the longer term growth opportunities available to the Group”.
But high debts weren’t Chemring’s only major problem. In fact I would say a bigger
problem was the fact that its dramatic growth record had been built on the back of an
aggressive acquisition spree.
Error #3: Buying a company that had recently made multiple large acquisitions
Over time I have gradually become more wary of large acquisitions for a few reasons:
They can be difficult to integrate which may lead a company to ignore or
underinvest in its core “cash cow” business
They can be used to create the illusion of growth when the acquisitions are made
with borrowed money
If the acquisitions are large enough you can end up with a company that is built
largely from parts (the acquired companies) that you know little or nothing about
In Chemring's case the company had been pretty much a growth-free zone from 1992
to 2002. In that period there were three years in which the company made large
acquisitions (i.e. spent more on acquisitions than it made it profits that year), which is
more than I would like but not unacceptably reckless.
However, 2005 brought a new CEO and a new and more acquisitive growth strategy.
In five of the following seven years the company spent more on acquisitions than it
made in profits, and sometimes twice as much. During that period more than £450m
was spent acquiring other companies compared to total profits generated of £350m.
Avoiding highly acquisitive companies is now a key part of my value trap analysis. If I
was looking to invest in a company today and saw an acquisition track record like

Chemring's, I would immediately place it onto my “avoid” list.
That £450m acquisition figure is also considerably more than Chemring’s pre-2005
market cap of just £100m, which comes back to my third bugbear with acquisitions.
The Chemring I was buying in 2011 had an amazing (but somewhat short) track record
of explosive growth, but that growth was not the result of a single super-successful
business. Instead it was growing simply because the number of businesses within
Chemring was growing as it acquired more and more of them each year with more
and more borrowed money.
Perhaps a house of cards is a reasonable analogy. The house of cards grows by adding
more cards, but as the house grows the risk of collapse becomes ever greater.
At least I understand this now and so I don’t expect to see such an aggressively
acquisitive company in the model portfolio ever again.

Selling because Chemring is by far the least
attractive holding in the model portfolio
After a very long and highly educational wait, Chemring has at last become by far the
least attractively valued holding in the model portfolio.
As a result, and as part of my regular pattern of alternately buying or selling one
holding each month, I have now removed Chemring from that portfolio and from my
personal portfolio as well.
As usual I will be reinvesting the proceeds along with other spare cash into a hopefully
far superior company next month.

Sold: How Homeserve
returned 134% in 3 years
November 2016

While some investments are difficult, others are easy, and my recently ended
investment in Homeserve PLC was definitely of the second kind.

Buy low, sell high. What could be simpler?
As the chart above shows, this was a classic value investment: 1) Buy a good company
at a time of difficulty and when other investors are pessimistic; 2) hold while the
company and its situation improve and then; 3) sell when other investors become
optimistic.
When I looked at Homeserve in 2013 it had a long track record of financial success, but
the announcement of an investigation by its regulator in 2011 had unnerved the
market and sent the shares crashing by around 50%.
Having investigated the company in some detail I thought the odds were good that it
would continue to prosper in the longer-term, so I added it to my defensive value
model portfolio and personal portfolio.

As luck would have it I was right, and so after a relatively short three-year holding
period I have decided to sell in order to lock in some impressive and largely
unexpected gains:
Purchase price (adjusted)

283p on 07/08/13

Sale price

599p on 04/11/16

Holding period

3 Years 3 months

Capital gains

109.1%

Dividend income

25.2%

Annualised return

32.1%

In the rest of this article I'll outline in more detail why I bought Homeserve in
particular, what happened during the three-year ownership period and why I've
decided to sell now.

Buying Homeserve PLC at a time of uncertainty
Homeserve's core business is to sell emergency repair insurance to homeowners to
cover their boilers, water pipes and wiring.
Rather than simply spamming homeowners with junk mail, the company uses
“affinity” relationships with water, gas and electricity utility providers to access their
customers; but here's the clever part:
Homeserve's direct mail marketing is sent along with utility bills and uses the branding
of the utility company (who the potential customer already has a relationship with)
rather than Homeserve's branding (who the potential customer has probably never
heard of).
I get these mailings myself, and to me it looks as if "Homeserve" is the name of a
service provided by South East Water. Very clever.
This leads to better customer conversion rates than would be the case otherwise,
which makes marketing more cost effective and profitable.
A second positive is that the market is relatively under-served (I don't think I've ever
seen ads or marketing from any other water pipe insurance), which also leads to
better profitability.

These positive points have left Homeserve with a market-leading position in the UK, a
strongly growing international business and a long record of above average dividend
growth.
Even the financial crisis of 2009 turned out to be nothing more than a minor bump in
the road:

A fairly solid track record of revenue, earnings and dividend growth
Driving its growth was an ever-increasing number of customers and insurance
policies, not only from UK customers but more importantly from its rapidly growing
international business.
For example, in 2004 the company had 2.9m UK policies and around 0.2m policies
from its international operations, but by 2013 those numbers had grown to 5.5m and
4.9m respectively. In less than a decade the international business had come from
nowhere to almost match the UK business, and when I analysed the company in 2013 I
wrote:

Rapid international growth shows that the company may be able the
replicate the UK model in a growing number of countries over time, and
so Homeserve may still be a long way from its full potential.
Note: You can find the full pre-purchase analysis in the August 2013 issue of UK Value
Investor here (pdf).
But value investments are rarely found in happy situations, and as I've mentioned
above, that was most definitely the case with Homeserve.

Thanks to some inappropriate approaches to selling, renewals and complaints
handling, the company landed in hot water with the FSA (now FCA) and was effectively
forced to stop all telephone sales and marketing activities in late 2011.
This was a massive blow, even though the complete ban on sales activities was shortlived.
The company updated its sales processes and “scripts” and re-trained staff as quickly
as possible, but the damage was done. The shares fell by 50% and as a result
Homeserve’s combination of growth and value left it near the top of my stock screen,
driven by the various factors shown in the garishly coloured table below:

Homeserve combined both above average growth and yield

Note: You can find out how to calculate those metrics on the free resources page.
Overall I liked the company, I liked the price and so I invested about 1/30th of my
portfolios into Homeserve. Now came the tricky job of Doing Nothing.

Holding and waiting for Homeserve to return to
growth
Homeserve’s crisis began in October 2011 and I didn’t add the company to the model
portfolio until August 2013, so it was almost two years into the recovery phase when I
first looked at it, and by that stage several things were clear:
The UK business had shrunk from around 3m customers to 2m as customers who
had not been treated fairly were re-contacted and compensated, and as tighter
controls on sales, marketing and complaints handling were brought in
Although continued growth in the international business was not enough to
completely offset declines in the UK, they cushioned the impact of those declines
and helped maintain the dividend
If the international business continued to grow in absolute terms and as a
percentage of Homeserve’s revenues and profits, and if the UK stabilised at 2m
customers (as management hoped), it seemed likely that Homeserve would return
to growth at some point in the next few years

Would the future pan out as I'd hoped?
The first hint came in February 2014 when Homeserve announced that the FSA
investigation was over and that it was being fined £30m, which was less than the
provisions it had set aside. There were to be no further actions required by the
company and so this major source of uncertainty was consigned to history.
Shortly after that the 2014 annual results announced UK customer numbers at 2.1m
and international customers up strongly to 3.4m.
It seemed as if the UK business had stabilised and the international business was
growing as strongly as ever. The company also announced more marketing
investment in the US, clearly seeing that country as its greatest growth opportunity.
In the 2015 annual results the story was the same: UK customers stood at 2.1m again
while international customers ballooned to 4.2m, or just over 66% of the total.
Normalised profits were down thanks to heavy investment in international marketing,
but revenues were up and the dividend was maintained once again. Another welcome
surprise was the payment of a 30p special dividend.
This continued flow of good news was driving the share price upwards at a nice pace,
but after the publication of very positive annual results in May 2016 the share price
took off like a rocket.
But before I get into that, here's a chart showing Homeserve’s unspectacular but solid
financial results during its time in the model portfolio.

Not much growth, but enough stability to cause a share price re-rating

Selling because optimistic investors have driven the
price towards “fair value”
I am contrarian by nature, but contrarianism for the sake of it can be a mistake.
When it comes to investing, what matters is not whether you disagree with the
market's optimism, but whether you disagree with the share price and valuation that
arise because of that optimism.
In this case, when Homeserve joined the model portfolio it had a ten-year growth rate
of 12.7% and a dividend yield of 4.2%, giving it a yield-plus-growth value of 16.8%.
Today its growth rate and dividend yield have fallen to 5% and 2.1% respectively,
lowering that yield-plus-growth figure to just 7.1%.
Although I don’t use the yield-plus-growth metric explicitly, I know which of those
two values I find more appealing.
In terms of the valuation metrics that I do use, Homeserve’s PE10 and PD10 ratios have
increased from 16 and 36 (slightly more than the market average values of August
2013) to 28 and 57 today (almost twice the current market averages).
As for the company itself, I think it’s in much the same place it was in 2013, minus the
ongoing scandal and regulatory investigation.
In short, Homeserve is still a market leading company selling a defensive product,
which generates above average rates of profitability and growth, from a strong and
relatively low debt balance sheet. And of course it has fast growing international
operations in relatively under-served markets.
So I still like the company, but no company is worth an infinite price, and at the
moment I don’t find Homeserve’s price appealing. And that, in a nutshell, is why I've
sold.
The proceeds will, as usual, be reinvested into a more attractively valued alternative
next month.
I’ll end this post-sale analysis with a chart showing a stylised view of a typical
defensive value investment, which Homeserve came impressively close to matching.
The chart (which originally came from this blog post) shows how common it can be
for value investments to struggle for a number of years after purchase.

But, if the core of the company is sound, the odds should be good that a turnaround
and share price re-rating will be on the cards at some point, as was the case with
Homeserve.

An idealised defensive value investment, which Homeserve came close to matching
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